Using target vocabulary LWDAT:
• Write dialogues and short messages.
• Compose short paragraphs.
• Express events in present and past tense.
• Narrate/describe events.
• Answer and ask questions correctly using appropriate tenses.

Perspectiva Cultural.
Using target vocabulary LWDAT:

Using target vocabulary and grammar, LWDAT:
• Comprehend main idea(s) of conversations with native speakers and with other students.
• Differentiate between ideas in the past, present and future.
• Understand directions and instructions.

Using target vocabulary and grammar, LWDAT:
• Ask and answer questions in past, present, future and progressive tenses.
• Maintain a short conversation with other students and native speakers.
• Create and present simple presentations and skits.
• Pronounce in a manner generally understood by people used to dealing with non-native speakers.
• Discuss and describe past events.

Perspectiva Cultural. School Life.
LWDAT identify the different states of Mexico.
LWDAT identify the following information about Mexico:
• Principal geographical features.
• Dominant religion.
• Some specific cultural activities/celebrations (Semana Santa, Las Posadas, Día de los muertos, etc.)
• Brief history of country.
• Brief overview of economy and currency.
Master Vocabulary List

Review direction vocabulary from Chapter 10, Book 1.
Daily activities.
Clothing.
Sports and leisure activities.
Childhood activities and behaviors.
Celebrations and holidays.
Luxuries vs. necessities.
Store and city vocabulary.
Healthcare vocabulary...allergies and injuries.

Master Grammar List

Review present indicative.
Comparatives and superlatives (tan and tanto).
Review DOPS.
Use of DOPS and IDOPS in same sentence.
Reflexives.
Antes/despues de + infinitive.
Regular preterit verbs.
Demonstrative adjectives and pronouns.
All forms of preterit regular and irregular.
Saber vs. conocer.
Ser vs. estar.
Imperfect
Imperfect/past progressive.
Reciprocal reflexives.
Possessive adjectives and pronouns.
Affirmative and negative construction.
Impersonal se.
Future tense.
Commands with Chapter 10 from Book 1.